
ESCAPE ROOM
BUNDLE TO USE!

ENGAGING WAY TO REVIEW ANY 

No prep and ready 
to assign
Editable to add your 
own questions and 
content

Digital & printable
versions of each theme

CONTENT AREA OR SUBJECT!

READY

Use for any subject 
or content

7 escape room 
templates included



7 DIFFERENT
ESCAPE ROOM THEMES

BACK TO SCHOOL

FALL

WINTER

SPRING



7 DIFFERENT
ESCAPE ROOM THEMES

USE ALL
YEAR
LONG!

VALENTINE’S DAY

END OF THE YEAR

SPACE



TEST PREP 
WHAT’S INCLUDED

4 question task card 
template (16 total 
questions)

3 question task card 
template (12 total 
questions)
Recording sheets in 
color & black and 
white

Themed editable 
teacher directions

TOTAL OF
500+
PAGES

IN EACH PRINTABLE TEMPLATE?

Classroom slides &
photo booth props

Station cover pages 
& answer keys



TEST PREP 
WHAT’S INCLUDED
IN EACH DIGITAL TEMPLATE?

4 question Google 
Slides template (16 
total questions)

3 question Google 
Slides template (12 
total questions)
Google Slides 
recording sheets

Linked Google Forms 
for students to check 
their codes and “break 
out”

Themed editable 
student directions GOOGLE SLIDES

Templates
490

TOTAL OF



WHY CLASSROOM
ESCAPE ROOM TEMPLATES?

1

Escape rooms are an easy way to create excitement and engagement for all 
students in your classroom. Create memorable experiences that your students 

won’t forget while reviewing skills and standards from the year. 

Switch things up and break away 
from your usual routine to build 

engagement and student buy in. 

Use escape rooms for ANY skill, 
especially review at the end of the 

school year. 

Plug in your OWN content for ANY
subject area! Just add your content, 

print (or assign), and go! 

EVERYTHING you need to easily set 
up an engaging escape room. 

2

3

4



Students can work 
independently, with a 
partner, or in a group

Engage students with 
critical thinking and
collaboration skills

Linked Google Slides™
and printable versions 
included

Ready to add your  
questions to cover any 
content area

Printable version includes 
question templates and 
so much more! 

Use to review and 
challenge students to use 
their critical thinking skills



Editable task cards for 12 or 16 
questions plus 4 different 
decoders

Covers, swag tags, and photo 
props included

Color and black & white 
included

Slides linked and ready to add 
your content

VERSIONS INCLUDED
WITH EACH THEMED SET

PRINTABLE VERSION

2

GOOGLE SLIDES™

Easily assign in your digital 
learning platform  

Students can use independently 

Question templates, decoders, 
and recording sheets

Students click and go directly to 
questions



EASY TO USE
Students answer a set of 

questions for each station.Add your questions to each 
station. 12 question and 16 
question options included.

Students use the answers from 
each question on the station 

decoder. 

Once students solve all of the 
decoders and unlock the codes 

from all four stations, they’ve 
ESCAPED!  



IN EACH THEMED SET

4 unique decoders

Students use the answers from 
the question sets to unlock a 

clue from each decoder.

4 UNIQUE DECODERS

IN EACH
to challenge your student’s
TEMPLATE

4 UNIQUE DECODERS

critical thinking skills!



DIGITAL FILES
Linked google slides ready to 
go! Students click the station 

to head to the questions!

3 question & 
4 question 
options in 
each set



RECORDING SHEETS 
Students answer a set of 

questions for each station.

Color and black and white 
options included

12 & 16 
question 
options 

included

INCLUDED!

RECORDING
SHEETS



SLIDES, SWAG TAGS &
PHOTO BOOTH PROPS

Swag tags to reward 
students with!

Classroom slides to 
project while students 

are working!

Themed photo props 
to add to the fun!



7 DIFFERENT
ESCAPE ROOM THEMES

YEAR
LONG
BUNDLE!



150 + FIVE STAR REVIEWS

What teachers are saying…
“Absolutely LOVE this resource!! It made academic learning easy and 
rigorous at a time in the school year when kids are quickly checking out. 
Very well put together and easy to use on my end. Thank you!”

“This was perfect for the "my kids are 
impossible to teach" end of the year! 
They loved it and were totally 
engaged- which is near impossible to 
do with students in May! Keep bringing 
on the good stuff Teach, Create, 
Motivate!!”

“Thank you so much for this template! My students loved using it to review for 
their test. It was very easy for me to input the questions and for the students 
to use.”

“This resource was so fun for my 
students! It was a great way to 
incorporate a spiral review and 
prepare my students for our 
end of the year assessments. 
They had so much fun and it 
was so easy to customize!”

OVER 1,500
USED IN 
CLASSROOMS


